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EVANSJ.A.

INTRODUCTIONA.

[1] This is an application for judicial review of two decisions of the Canada Industrial

Relations Board. It raises an important question which, despite the complexity of the facts and

the nwnber ofis$ues raised, can be stated quite simply.
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[2]

in this or any other bargaining unit?

[3]

Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. L-l, an international convention to which Canada is a signatory, and the

Canadifln Charter of Rights and Freedoms.

[4]

before the acquisitions. it says that, when the full range of labour rclatjons considerations are

taken into account, the inclusion of the new employees in the bargaining unit is not patently

unit or certification, the Board.s decision is consistent with established Board jurisprudence.

And, because the new employees comprise a small minority of the enlarged bargaining unit, it
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was not necessary for the Board to order a vote of all the members to ensure that the TWU

maintained majority support. Finally, the inclusion of the new employees in the unit and their

representation by the TWU. even if against their wishes, does not violate their Charter rights.

h1 these reasons, I refer to the applicants collectively. as "'TELUS". However, one of the[51

applicants, Rosella Tavija Liberati. is an employee in TELUS' wireless business who started her

employment after the Board's hearing had ended, but before it rendered its decision. She is not

represented by a union and docs not wish to be. None of the former Cleamet employees appeared

or was represented at the Board hearings to oppose their inclusion in the bargaining unit,

The interests of the approximately 100 foIn1er employees of QuebecTel were represented[6]

before the Board by their union, COPE, which opposed their inclusion in the TWU bargain1ng

unit. However, after reaching an agreement with the TWU, CUPE decided not to join this

application for judicial review of the Board's decision.

The non-participation ofCUPE in this application may weaken the claim ofTELUS to[7]

rcprescnt the interests of the fonner QuebecTel employees. Indeed, it is fair to say that, for the

purpose of this application for judicial review. TBLUS' con~ were directed primarily at the

position of the fanner Clearnct employees. However, their absence from the proceeding before

the Board may put into question whether TELUS had standing to rely on the constitutional rightS

of the fonncr Cleamet employees in ordcr to resist their inclusion in the bargaining unit.
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[8]

I would dismiss the application for judicial review.

First, I am not persuaded that the decisions under review should be set aside on the[9]

ground that the Board exceeded its jurisdiction by rendering decisions that are patently

unreasonable because the Board did not first ascertain and consider the wishes of the new

employees and the fitness of the TWU to represent them.

Second, in my view, the inclusion of the new employees in the bargaining unit for wllich[10]

association guaranteed by paragraph 2(d) of the Charter.

This proceeding is the consolidation of separate applications to review two decisions of[11]

the Board- The first, Letter Decision No. 1088, is a summary of the decision subsequently

released by the Board on June 24. 2004. as Decision No. 278. For all practical purposes, the

decision under review is Decision 278, which I refer to in these reasons as the 2004 Decision, in

order to distinguish it from a Board decision in 2001 which looms large in this case

FACTUAL BACKGROUNDB.

The most prominent feature of the factual background from which this application for[12]

judicial review emerges is the takeover by TELUS of Clearnet in 2000. Negotiations had begun

in July of that year; the $6.6 billion deal was announced in Augus~ and the acquisition of nearly
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history of the telecommunications industry in Canada and, as a result. a company previously

Cleamet had been preceded by TELUS' purchase of two landline and wireless subsidiaries of

QuebecTel

In order to provide context to these events, and their labour relations consequences, it is(13]

merged with BC Telecom. Inc.; tho merged company was known as BCf.TELUS. Previously,

each company had provided regionallandline and wireless services through their operating

subsidiaries.

[14] Following the merger, the labour relations situation was complex: the employees were

represented by four unions, fonned five bargaining units and were covered by five collective

agreements. In British Columbia, the TWU represented wireless and landline employees in a

single bargaining unit; in Alberta, wireless and landline employees were in separate bargaining

units and were represented by different bargaining agents. In an attempt to rationalist its labour

relations, BCT. TELUS applied to the Board in February 1999 under section 18.1 of the Code for,

among other things, a review and redefinition of the bargaining units within BCT. TBLUS and its

subsidiaries.
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The proceedings before the Board were adjourned to allow the parties to reach an

agreement. which they did on most issues. The agreement provided for a single bargaining unit

covering the wireless and landline employees in Alberta and British Columbia. The Board issued

an order giving effect to the agreement and ordered a vote to dctenninc which union the

employees wished to represent them. The TWU was the winner and was duly certified by the

Board as the sole bargaining agent for the employees of TEL US. as BCT. TBLUS had meanwhile

become. The Board Te5erved jurisdiction to reconsider the description of the unit

FoT' present purposes, the most important issue that the parties could not resolve by

agreement was the geographical scope of the bargaining unit. No doubt this was because both

sides were aware that TELUS t business was soon likely to expand, in one fom1 or another_The

Board reconvened in September. the month following the announcement ofTELUS' acquisition

of Cleamet; hearings were held to determine, among other things, whether the newly-agreed

single bargaining unit extended beyond Alberta and British Columbia. The Board released its

decision on February 9,2001, in Decision 108, which I refer to in these reasons as the 2001

Decision.

[17] The 2001 Decision has an important bearing on the 2004 Decision under review in this

application. In its reasons for the 2001 Decision, the Board said (at para. 28)

... Thc employer's application was filed at the fiT5t available opponunity to cnsuTe
that the Board was aware of the state of the cmployer's ever-changing operations.
Given the planned and onJOini expansion of existins opcT'Btions (c.g. Telus
Mobility) cast of Alberta, the failurc by this Boar4 to incorporatc that expansion
into thc sinlle bargaining unit would lead to a multiplicity of certification and/or
review applications. Such is not in the int~sts of either party and runs counter to
the responsibilities placed on the Board by thc Code.
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"The responsibilities of the Board" would seem to be a reference to the observation by the

Board in the previous paragraph that "restricting the single bargaining unit's geographic scope to

Alberta and British Columbia" would not achieve the promotion of the "meaningful, peaceful

and harmonious bargaining" which the Code aims to foster.

Hence, the Board concluded, as TELUS' business oxpands eastwards, additional

employees are to be included in the single bargaining unit. At this point, however, the Board

introduced (at para. 30) an important qualification. Since it is central to the applicants' case, I

quote it in fun:

.6£9!!isitions. as oDDoscd to business exoansions. are ~ diffcren! matter. and a~e t~:~~
trellt~d as such. How and whether they become folded into the bar2aininl! unit ~ill
deccnd uoon their inle2fa!!on into the corporate ODcration$. Thc more separate thcy
remain, the less appropriate it may bc for those opcrations to be a part of the si1'\gle
bargaining unit. The Board would aoolv its normal criteria (e.!!. comm~nitv of
interest ctc. in determjnin whether thcsc c 10 ee 0 should be included in
thc n~W sinele baraajnina unit.- Thc Board was not provided with sufficient
evidence to make any determination about rccent or planncd acquisitions. !JJltil
such time as thE: Board orders athcrwlse. such acQuisitions are not automatically
included irt the singlc bBr~inine. unit dcscription I1dopted and approved by the

Board. [Emphasis added]

TELUS made an application for judicial review to have Decision 108 set aside, but the

application was dismissed: Telus Advanced Communications, a Division of Telus

Communications Inc. v. Telecommunications Workers Union, 2002 FCA 310.

Finally, I should outline the corporate reorganizations that took place wi~in the TELUS[21]

group of companies after TELUS' acquisition in 2000 of Quebec Tel and CJcamct that have a

bearing on the labour relations issues with which this proceeding is concerned.
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TELUS divided its wireless business from its landline business. TELUS' entire wireless

business, conducted both by the existing operations in Alberta and British Columbja, and by the

acquired companies, were placed in a partnership, TELE-MOBILE COMPANY/SOCIETE

TELE~MOBILE. which calTied on business as TELUS Mobility. I use this latter name in these

reasons to refer to the employer of TEL US' wireless employees. TELUS' landline employces in

Alberta and British Columbia were assigned to TELUS Cormnunications mc. (c'TCI").

However, the employees. assignment to new employers did not disturb their previous

employment relationships. In particular, the previous collective bargaining relationships of

TELUS' fonIler landline and wireless employees in Alberta and British Columbia remained in

place, and those who had been represented by the TWU continued to be. Similarly, the fonner

employees of QuebecTcl who had been represented by CUPE still were, while the fomlor

Clearnet employces continued to be non-unionized.

ill March 200 1 J the TWU applied to review and modify this labour relations structure in

light of the corporate changes which had consolidated TELUS» wireless employees as employees

of TEL US Mobility. and its landline employees as employees ofTCI. The TWU asked to

represent aJl TELUS' wireless employees. including the new employees. For this purpose. the

TWU requested a declaration that TELUS Mobility and TCI were a single employer, and that the

new employees be included in a single bargaining unit.
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labour relations structure should remain essentially unchanged. The companies maintained that

the real issue before the Board was the effect of the consolidation ofTELUS' wireless business

into a single national company. TELUS Mobility.

The Board's disposition of this app11cation jn the 2004 Decisjon is the subject of the

present application for judicial review.

BOARD DECISION NO. 278 (ff2004 Decision'~c.

on the TWU's application for 33 days. The reasons of the Board, which were released on Junc

24,2004, occupy 378 paragraphs. The reasons of the dissenting Membcr.are almost as

substantial, running to 275 paragraphs. I say this to emphasise the magnitude and complexity of

the Board's task, which are fully reflected in two sets of thoughtful and comprehensive reasons.

Fortunately, not all the issues addressed in the 2004 Decision are directly relevant to the[28]

application for judicial review, nor have the applicants challenged all the Board"s adverse

findings, although they do not necessarily agree with them. Accordingly, while I shall focus on

the four aspects ofthc Board's reasons that are jn issue in the present proceeding, a relatively full

account of which will assist an understanding of the issues on which the case turns.
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(i) Decision 108 ("2001 Decision")

of the issues before the Board in the 2004 Decision. However, they do not agree on what the

The Board stated in its 2004 Decision that its 2001 Decision rested on TELUS' agreement that a

unit. In the 2004 Decision, the Board concluded (at para. 189) as follows:

... The fact that now part of TEL US's growth includes the acquisition of a largc
number of non-unionized mobility employees should not be a factor for dcparting
from the established sineie bargaining unit. A single bargainins unit comprising
both the landlinc IInd mobility cmployees is now thc cxisting situation, therefore. 11
party wAnting to change this exisring situation, would bear the on~ of establishing
thot a review is necessary.

In its 2004 Decision, the Board also observed (at para. 185) that in the 2001 Decision it

had held that, in view of TEL US' intended expansion, the bargaining unit should have no

geographical limit so that it would include "the planned expansion with respect to existing

operations of TEL US Mobility east of Alberta." Thus. the 2001 Decision stated (at para. 29):

AccordinJly. the bargaining unit dcscription shall not contain any geographic
restriction. but shall, by inference, incorporatc potentially all ofTe1us' Canadian

operations.

HowevCT, in the 2004 Decision, the Board noted (at para. 186) that the 2001 Decision

held that the employees of acquired companies, as opposed to additional employees hired by

TELUS as its business expanded,
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... would not automatically be included in the single bargaining unit but rather
would become folded into the singlc baTgaining unit depending on m£i!.lntelITation
!nto the comoratc oDerati~,". The Board spccjfied that it would apply its ~
criteria in dctennining whether these employee groups should be included in thc

singlc unit. [emphasis added]

(ii) single employer declaration

Section 35 of the Code provides that the Board may declare assoc1ated or related

businesses to be "a single employer" when, "in the opinion of the Board", they are "operated by

,", The Board held that TCI andtwo or more employers having conunon control or dircction

TELUS Mobility were associated or related and were under common control or direction.

TELUS does not challenge this finding.

The Board then considered if granting the declaration would serve a laboUT relations

purpose. Referring to principles established in Boardjurisprudcnce, it stated (at para. 276) that it

would, because a single employer declaration would preserve the existing single bargaining unit

structure and minimize

advt.-rse effects from cOl1'orate reorganizations or corporatc creations on existing
bargaining rights. As well, thc avoidance of possible transferring or employees from
one business concern to another, which are related in direction and activitics but
nonctheless distinct in the eyes ofthc law.

The Board concluded that, because of the potentially adverse impact on existing bargaining

rights, the fact that a single employer declaration may facilitate the inclusion of new employees

in the bargaining unit "who have not been given an opportunity to choose" (at para. 280) does not

para. 281. Granting themake the declaration '~ust an attempt to enhance bargaining rights":

declaration thus had a valid labour relations purpose.
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(iii) review of the bargaining unit

The Board stated (at para. 292) that whether it was appropriate to have a stand-alone[34]

bargaining unit for mobility employees was "intimate]y related" to the declaration that the

employers of TEL US' wireless and landline employees (TELUS Mobility and TCI respectively)

constituted a single employer.

The Board conducted a section 18.1 review to determine the appropriateness of the[35)

existing single bargaining unit, especially in view of the addition ofthc new employees on the

wireless side ofTELUS' operations. The Board concluded (at para. 304) that it would be

premature to reconfigure the bargaining unit before the arrangements approved and determined in

the 2001 Decision had been given time to work.

Even though the details of TEL US' expansion through the acquisition ofCleamet and[36]

QuebecTel were not before the Board when it rendered the 2001 Decision, it was aware at the

start of the hearing that significant developments in the corporate growth of TEL US made tile

geographical boundary issue of great importance to the paItie$. Hence, the Board envisaged that,

as TELUS' business expanded east, the single bargaining unit would cover additional employees.

However, in the 2004 Decision, the Board also took into account the fact that the 2001[37]

Decision did not provide for the automatic inclusion in the bargaining unit of the employees of

companies acquired by TELUS. Having considered the new employees' job descriptions and
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same work as the wireless employees already covered by the original certification.

[38]

formerCleamet and QuebecTel employees to ensure that they were not swept into the bargaining

unit without the support ora majority of the new employees. Relying on its existing

jurisprudence) the Board found that an amendment to the certification to include the new

any geographical restriction of the bargaining unit.

In addition, the Board explained (at para. 339) why it was not I1ecessary to conduct a vote(39]

of the members of the expanded unit:

In cases of bargaining unit reviews. if thc cmployees to bc added constitute a very
small number and support for the bargaining agent within tho unit is clear. no votc: is
necessary. If the employees to bc added constitute such a large proportion of the
unit that majority support fOf the bargttining agent is qucstionable, a vote may be
ordcred.

The fonner Clearnet and QuebecTel employees would constitute a relatively small minority if

added to the existing TWU bargaining unit.

(iv) fitness of the TWU to represent the new employees

The Board considered the argument that the new employees should not be included in the:40]

bargaining unit because, as a western-based, anglophone union, the TWU was not fit to represent
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either the former Cleamet employees, most of whom were in Ontario, or the francophone former

employees of Qu6becTel in Quebec.

Again, relying on its established jurisprudence, the Board stated in its 2004 Decision that,

once a bargaining agent met the statutory definition of a trade union (as, the parties agreed, the

TWU did) and it had been chosen by a majority of the employees to represent them, its "fitness"

was not relevant in either single employer applications or bargaining unit reviews: para. 321.

Employees' dissatisfaction with a union may be remedied by a majority's seeking a revocation of

the certification and the replacement of the bargaining agent by another: para. 328

(v) paragraph 2(4) of the Charter

The Board rejected the argument that it would breach the new employees' right to

~dom of association guaranteed by paragraph 2(d} of the Charter if the Board included the new

employees in the existing single bargaining unit, without having regard to their wjshes in the

exercise of its discretion under section 18.1 to review the structure of the bargaining unit.

The Board noted that, by a 54 majority, the Supreme Court of Canada had held in R. v.[43]

Advance Culling & Coring Lid., [2001] 3 S.C.R. 209, that the Charter did not invalidate the

provincial legislation in issue in that case, which required employees to join one of five

designated union groups. The Board was not asked to consider, in the alternative, whether

including the new employees in the single bargaining unit would violate their right to ftccdom of

expression under paragraph 2(b). Although this issue was raised in the application for judicial
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review, I would decline to decidc it in the absence of a record established by the Board

(especially on section 1). and without the benefit of reasons from the Board.

THE LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORKD.

Federal Courts Act

18.1(4) The Fcdcrai Court may STant
relief lIndcr subsection (3) if it is
satisfied that the federal board,
commission or other trib\lnal
(a) acted withoutjuri$diction, acted
bcyond its jurisdiction or refused to
exercise its jurisdiction;

18.1(4) Les mcSures prevues au
paragraphe (3) SOl1t priSC5 si Ie Cour
fcderole est COT\vaincuc que I'officc
federal, scIon Ie cas:
a) a as' sans competence. outrcpasse
cellc-ci ou refU$B dc I'cxcrcer;

Canada Labour Code

Preamb\lle
Attendu ;

Preamble

AND WHEREAS Canadia~ workers.
trade unions and employers rccognize
and support ft'eedom of association
and free coll~tive bargaining as the
bases of effective industria] relations
for the detemrinatiDn of good working
conditions Otnd sound
labour-manascmcnt relations;
AND WHEREAS thc Government of

Canada has ratified Convcntion No. 87
of the Intcmational Labour
Organization conccmi~g Freedom of
Association and Protection of the
Right to Orga~ize and has assumcd
international rcportinK responsibilitics
in this regard;

q~e les travailleurs, syndicats ct
cmployeurs du Canada reconnaissent
et souticnncnt qt!e la libert6 syndicaJe
et la pratiquc des libres negociations
colltctives $Ont Ics fondernents de
relations du trl1vail fructueuses
permettant d'etablir de bonnes
conditions de travail ct dc !taines
relations cntre trnvailleurs et

employeurs;
q~lc Ie gouven1ement dll Canada It
ratific la Convention no 87 dc
I'Organisation intemationale du travail
conccml1nt III libcrt6 syndic ale et Ja
protection au droit syndicaJ ct qu'il
s'est engagc Ii Ctt egard a prescntcr dcs
rapports a ccttc organisation;

8. (I) L'employC cst libre d'adherer au
syndicBt de son c:hoix et de participcr a
scs ac\ivites licitcs.

8. (J) Every employee is frcc to join
the tradc union of their choice and to
participate in itS lawful activitics.

(2) L'employeur est libre d'adherer a
) 'organisation pl&tTonale de 80n choix et

(2) Every employer is free to join thc
employers' organization of their choice
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de panicipct A ses activites licitcsand to participatc in its lawful
aotivities.

18.1 (I) SUT dcmande de J'cmployeur
ou d'un agent negociateur. Ie Conscil
peLlt r~vi5eT 18 strLlcture dcs unites de
negociation s'il est convaincu que lea
unites no loot plus habiles a negocier
collectivemenL

18.1 (I) On application by the
employer or a bargaining alent. the
Board may review the structure oflhe
bIIr&aining un1t5 ifit is satisfied that
the barpining unils are no longer
appropriate for coI1cctive bargain1n&,

35. (I) Sur dcmande d'un syndicat ou
d'un cmployeur concornes. Ie Conseil
peut, par ordonnancc, declarer que.
pour l'application dc III presente partic.
les eDQ'ePriacs ~Ies assoc16es ou
conncxca qui. scion lui. sont exploitee.
par plusicU1's ernploycurs en USUTant
en commun Ie controle ou 1M direction
constituent unc cntreprise unique ct
Que cc:s cmplo.)'eun conltit\lcnt
cux-memes un employeur uniquc.11
cst tenu. avant de rendre I'ordonnancc,
de donner aux cmployeurs et aux
syndicats concemCs 1. possibilite de
presattcr des argu~ts.

35. (I) Where, on application by an
affected trade union or employer.
usociatcd or relatcd federal w<X"ks,
undertakinaa or businesses are, in the
opinion of thc Board. ~ed by tWo
or more employers having COilU'M'
control or dh-ecrion, tho Board may, by
order, declarc that for all purposes of
this Part the employers and the federal
works, undertalcings and businesscs
opcrated by thcm that are spccificd in
the ordcr Bre, respectively, a single
cmployer and a single federal work,
undcrtaking or business. Befon!
makina such a dec~tion, the Board
mUSt givc the affected cmployers and
trade unions thc opportunity to make
reprcsentations.

(2) Lorsqu'il rend une ordonnance en
vcnu du pnragTaphc (I). I~ Conseil
peut decidcr 51 les employCs cn cause
constituent une ou plusieurs unites
habiles i ncgocier collectivemcnt.

(2) The Board may. in makme a
dcclaratioTl undcr subsection (I ),
det~ine whether the employees
affeCted constitute OTIC or more units
appropriate for collective bargaininc.

Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,

2. Everyone has me following
fundamental freedoms:

2. Chacun i les Jiben6s
fondamcntales suivantc&

(b) frcedom of thought, belief, opinion
and expl'O88ion. includina freedom of
the press and other media of'
communication;

b) liberte de pensee, de croyance.
d'opinion et d'exprcssion, y compris la
J!bcrtc de 18 presse et des autrTcs
moyen. de conununicatlon;

(d) fteedom of association d) libert6 d'asaociation.
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ISSUES AND ANALYSISE.

Standard of ReviewIssue!:

[44]

22 of the Code, the 2004 Decision can only be reviewed under paragraph 18.1{4)(a) of the

jurisdiction.

The first step in detennining if the Board exceeded its jurisdiction is to decide the[45]

standard of review that Parliament impliedly intended the courts to apply to the decision under

review. Parliament's intention is dctenTlincd by a pragmatic and functional analysis that is

designed to find the optimal allocation of responsibility between agency and reviewing court for

deciding the issue in dispute between the parties.

Labour boards in Canada are among the most senior of our administrative tribunals, and

relations. The strong preclusive clauses typically found in their enabling legislation further

indicate a legislative intention that in judicial review proceedings courts should afford labour

board decisions a high degree of deference. These observations apply fully to the Canada

Industrial Relations Board.

It is unnecessary to conduct a ful1 pragmatic and functional analysis each time a labour

board decision comes for judicial review: there is a broad consensus about the status of labour
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boards, the scope of their mandate and expertise, and the general purposes of the Code. In

scope of the Board's expertise. Here, too, settledjurisprodencc avoids the need for reviewing

courts constantly to reinvent the wheel: labour boards' decisions based on an interpretation of

their constitutive~ and closely related, legislation are normally reviewable only for patent

unreasonableness, even when the statutory provision in dispute also has a more general legal

meaning: Ivanhoe Inc. v. UPCWU. Local 500, [2001} 2 S.C.R. 565.

The applicants allege that the Board erred in its determination of four discrete legal

questions. Two involve the Board's interpretation of sections 18.1 and 35 of the Canada Labour

Code and hence are presumptively reviewable only for patent unreasonableness.

The first, and principal, question of statutory interpretation is whether, in exercising its

discretion under sections 18.1 and 35 to reconsider the appropriateness of bargaining units and to

issue a single employer declaration, the Board was impliedly required by the Code to ascertain,

and to take into account, the wishes of the formcr Cleamet and QuebecTel employees before

lllcluding them in the single bargaining unit. The second question is whether, in reviewing the

bargaining units, the Board was required to consider the fitness of the TWU to represent the new

employees.
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I see no reason for denying the Board's detennination of these questions the maximum

curial deference generally afforded to labour boards' interpretation of their enabling legislation. It

is also relevant that the Board has developed jurisprudence on these questions. which reflects the

Board's accumulated institutional experience in reaching a solution that balances the aims of

harmonious and stable labour relations, the protection of existing bargaining rights, and

cmployee wishes. Of course, uthe applicants estab1ish that the Board's 2004 Decision was

rationally insupportable in light of the objectives ofthc Code, the Court will be obliged to

intervene, Board jurisprudence to the contrary notwithstanding.

would note as part of the pragmatic and functional analysis that the purposesFinally,

and 35, as well as the general purposes of the Code, also suggestunderlying sections 18.

deference. The general pUIposes of the Code were succinctly articulated by Arbour J. in Ivanhoe

(at para. 26) as being

To promote colleCtive bargainins as a better meanS of guaranteeing industrial peace
and of establishing cquitable relations between employeJS and employees. l1te
legislature believed that to attain this objectivc, a specializcd tribunal that would
allow for thc speedy and final resolution of disputes was needed.

The purposes of section 18.1 are to review bargaining units to ensure their continuing[52]

effectiveness for collective bargaining purposes, while the purposes of section 35 are to treat two

entities as one when required for the protection of existing bargaining rights and to ensure the

rationalization of bargaining units in the interests of sound labour relations. The specific

purposes of these provisions thus serve to promote the general purposes oCthe Code, and call for
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the kind of balancing of interests and labour relations sensitivity to which the Board's expertise is

highly relevant.

Counsel for the applicants appeared to be tempting the Court to stray from the straight

and narrow path of the pragmatic and functional approach to the standard of review when he

characterised as jurisdictional en-or the Board's alleged failure to take into account relevant

considerations, namely the wishes of the new employees and the fitness of the TWU to represent

them. In my view, however, when, as in this case, the issue in dispute is an administrative

agency's interpretation of its enabling legislation, this older mode of analysis docs more to

obscure than to illuminate the true nature of the problem at hand. This is why jt has been eclipsed

by the pragmatic and functional approach.

Thus. in Dr. Q v. College of Physicians and Surgeons of British Columbia. [2003] 1

S.C.R. 226 at para. 22, writing for the Court, McLachlin C.J. said that, in determining the

appropriate standard of review, a reviewing court should not

merely to identify a categorical or nominata crror, such as bad faith, error on
collateral or preliminary mattcrs, ulterior or impropcr purpose, no evidcncc, ~
~~sjderation of an irrelevant factor [~phasis added].

It takes no great leap of legal imagination to suppose that the Chicf Justice would include in this

non-exhaustive catalogue of"catcgorical" ClTors. an allegation that a tribunal had exceeded its

jurisdiction by failing to take into account a relevant factor.
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Third, in addition to these issues of statutory interpretation, the applicants also argue that[55]

the 2004 Decision is in excess of the Board's jurisdiction because it relies too heavily on the

200 1 Decision and is not consistent with earlier Board jurisprudence. They concede that, to

succecd on this ground, thcy must establish that the Board's intcrpretation of the 2001 Decision,

and of other relevant Board decisions, was patently unreasonable,

Fourth, the applicants submit that the Board's 2004 Decision denies the new employees'[56]

right to freedom of association guaranteed by the Charter. It is agreed that this is a question of

constitutional law, for which correctness is the applicable standard of review. If the Board was

wrong to conclude that the new employees' Charter rights were not infringed, the 2004 Decision

was made in excess of its jurisdiction

Issue 2: Should the Board have ascertained the new employees' wishes'?

(a) thegerreral argument

[57] The principal point made on behalf ofTELUS was that the Board was obliged to

ascertain the wishes of the fonner employees of Cleamet and QuebecTel so that it could take

them into consideration before rendering the 2004 Decision. I did not understand counsel for

TELUS to go so far as to say that the new employees' wishes were necessarily determinative of

the outcome. However. co\mScI said. if the Board added the new employees to the bargaining

unit aftcr discovering that this was not the wish of a majority, it would have to demonstrate

clearly in its reasons that it had attached appropriate weight to the new employees' wishes, and to

explain why their choice not to be included was outweighed by countervailing considerations,
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relations.

Further, counsel submitted, because the Code attaches great importance to employees'[58]

right to freedom of association, the Board was legally obliged to assign considerable weight to

the wishes of the new employees before deciding the issues before it. He pointed out that the new

employees in this case were in a different position from employees who join TELUS as a result

of an expansion of its business.

This is because, when the former Cleamet employees started working for Cleamet, they

did so in the knowledge that there was no union, and that they would only become members of a

by TELUS to fill new positions created as operations expand, they know that they win be

members of an existing bargaining unit.

I would only add that corporate mergers and takeovers arc not unfamiliar business

phenomena; a unilateral change of employer can have many unwelcome consequences for

employces. including job losses, employment restructuring, and relocation. In this case, the

fonner employees of the companies acquired by TELUS also face a unilateral potential change

from either individual contracts of employment to a collective bargaining regime, or

representation by one bargainini to representation by cmother. Whi1e these consequences of
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perspecti 'Ie.

(61]

be represented by a union, as it is with employees' choice to belong to a union- However. it is

also clear that an individual employee's wishes can be overridden by the contrary wishes of a

majority of other employees.

Further, in making its decisions) the Board is also required to take into account the[62]

industrial relations and constnlctive collective bargaining practices. The resulting decision should

be the pToduct of a balancing of these interests, values. and objectiv~ in a specific factual

context.

Perhaps mindful of these considerations, counsel for the applicants did not argue that[63]

to be repTcscnted by the TWU.
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Counsel's attack on the 2004 Decision thus appears to have been directed more at the
[64]

Board's decision-making process than at the substantive outcome. That is, he characterised the

Board's fatal error as its failure to assemble and, consequently, to weigh appropriately, all the

relevant data that it required in order to exercise its discretion lawfully. Hence, he did not commit

himself unequivocally to the further proposition that the Board could not lawfully include the

new employees in the single bargaining unit against their wishes.

In my view, it is clear from its reasons that the Board regarded the wishes of the new

employees as relevant to the single employer declaration and to its review ofthc bargaining unlt,

but only to the extent that the new employees' inclusion in the single bargaining unit could throw

into doubt the continuing support for the TWU by a majority of the members of the expanded

unit. In any or~anization in which the wishes of the majority prevail, the wishes of the minority

are, in a sense, discounted. In other words, the Board had regard to the wishes of the new

employees, but only as part of the larger group of employees comprising thc cxpanded bargaining

unit.

(b) Boardjurisprudellce

Moving from the general to the particular, counsel for thc applicants argued that, by not

consulting the wishes of the new employees, the Board's decision was so at odds with its own

jurisprudence as to be patently unreasonable. Thus, it is argued. in deciding whether to issue a

single employer certificate under section 35, the Board must determine, among other things,
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whether a declaration to this effect would serve a labour relations purpose, which includes a

consideration of the employees' wishes.

As for thc section 18.1 review of the bargaining units, counsel said that the 2001 Decision
[67]

required the Board in the 2004 Decision to consider '"the no11llal criteria", which include, not

similarity of their work to that of existing bargaining unit members, but also whether the new

employees wished to be in the bargaining unit.

Charter's protection oftbe right of association, it might be appropriate to revisit the Board's case

law with a view to giving more prominence to the wishes of individual emp1oyees. Whatever the

merit oftrus suggestion, it is for the Board, not the Court, to modify or reverse the Board's

jurisprudence. provided, of course, that it does not produce decisions that are patently

unreasonable.

(i) section 35: "a labour relations purpose"

In the 2004 Decision, the Board noted the applicants' argument that a single employer

declaration would enhance the TWU's bargaining rights without the union's having to organize

the new employees and obtain their support. Thus, it was said, the effect of the declaration went

beyond merely protecting existing rights. The Board also observed (at para. 280) that, according
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to the applicants, a single employer declaration "has the potential result of imposing a collective

bargaining regime on employees who have been given no oppornmity to choose.

The Board rejected these arguments on two grounds. First, the inclusion of the new
[70}
employees would not enhance the TWU's bargaining rights: in its 2001 Decision, the Board had

approved the parties' agreement that there should be a single bargaining unit for landline and

wireless employees, decided that there should be no geographical limitations on the Ulut, and

provided for the inclusion of additional employees.

Second, there was evidence of interchange and cooperation between land line and wireless
[11)
employees, and of the transfer of some wireless work from west to east. The Board noted that the

purposes served by a declaration under section 35 are now regarded as broad enough to include)

not only the protection of existing bargaining rights from a demonstrable threat of erosiont but

also the avoidance of conflicts among employee groups: see Certen Inc., [2003] C.I.R.B.D. No.

26; Air Canada, [2000] C.I.R.B.D. No. 32.

The applicants provided no authority for the proposition that employee wishes had to be[72]

considered by the Board when detennining whether there was a valid labour relations purpose for

issuing a single employer declaration. 1 see nothing patently unreasonable in the Board's

reasoning, especially since the effect of the declaration on the new employees is simply to open

the door to their potential inclusion in the bargaining unit. The Board.s review of the bargaining

unit under section 18.1 is of more significance.
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(ii) section 18.1 and the bargaining unit review

[13]

that the 2001 Decision required a future pancl of the Board to consider when deciding whether

new employees should be included in the single bargaining unit.

There is substantial Board case law on this issue. The leading authority is generally[74)

which the Board stated that not including a large number of additional employees in an existing

waters" and to favour the "non-certified" employees. and, ultimately, by diminishing the

effectiveness of the threat of a strike by the union. As for the wishes of the employees, the Board

in Teleg/obe said (at 332):

... this Board will take into account only the ov(.Tall mJjorlty status of the applicant
union following an application for revision which docs no\. affecllhe naturc of an
cxisung bargaining unit but we will rcquirc proof of majority support among thc
cmptoyees added whcn the application for rcvision would radically change the

bargaining unit.

The question is, therefore, whether the inclusion of TELUS' new employees would[75}

"affect the nature of an existing bargaining unit" or "would radically change" it. The fact that the
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inclusion ofthc former Clearnet and QuebecTel employees in the bargaining unit was not

automatic means that an amendment to the certification will be required. However. this

modification will not require the Board to take into account the views of the new employees if

intended scope" (Teleglobe at 332).

[76]

its jurisprudence and the facts before it, that the inclusion of the new employees would not

involve such change. The cases to which we were referred where the Board had taken the wishes

of added employees into account involved a change in the job descriptions covered by the

bargaining certificate. Accordingly. Teleglobe does not assist the applicants.

The applicants relied heavily on British Columbia Telephone Company (1978), 28 di 909[77]

(C.L.R.B.), a pre-Teleglobe bargaining unit review case, where the union sought to expand the

scopc of the bargaining unit by fe-including certain employees who had been excluded as a result

of an agreement between the union and the employer. The certificate had originally extended to

"all employees" of the company. but the parties subsequently agreed to limit the scope of the

collective agreement to listed job classifications. Relying on the certification order) the union

asked the Board to declare that a collective agreement applied to employees who had been

excluded from the scope of the original bargaining unit by the parties' later agreement.
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The Board declined. saying (at 917-18) that the inclusion of previously excluded
[78]

to conflicts between the added employees and other member of the bargaining unit, as well as to

Board said (at 919). to grant the union's application would

ignore the interests of employeas \\fho have grown to acccpt and expect that their
c:mployment relationship is regulatcd in a manncr other than by representation by
thc applicant union.

In my view 7 the British Columbia Telephone case can reasonably be distinguished on its

facts. First, the employees whom the union sought to add were in job classifications which the

parties' agreement had carved out of the "all employees" certificate. In contrast, the job

descriptions of the former Cleamet and QuebecTel employees are similar to those of the wireless

employees already in the single bargaining unit.

Second, it is a questionable characterization of the 2001 Decision to say that it excluded

from thc bargaining certificate fonner employees of companies acquired by TBLUS. In my view,

it is at least as plausible to say that, since there were no geographical limits on the certificate, the

new cmployees were neither excluded, nor included. I infer from the 2001 Decision that their

inclusion in the bargaining wit and the certificate was contemplated, if the "nOJInal criteria'

were satisfied. In contrast, the parties' agreement in British Columbia Telephone that the

co1tective agreement only extended to ccrtainjob descriptions seems to have been intended to

exclude other employees covered by the tenns of the certificate
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The applicants also relied on AirBC Limited (1990),81 di 1 (C.L.R-B.), as authority for[81]

the proposition that the Board ought to have taken into account the wishes of the new employees

when exercising its discretion to review the bargaining unit pursuant to section 18.1. That case

concerned applications made for separate representation on behalf of certain employee groups

within the airline's workforce. Although these applications would, if successful, result in the

fragmentation of the workforce, the Board agreed to the creation of separate bargaining units for

pilots, flight attendants and dispatchcrs- The case is relevant because the wishes of these

employees were taken into consideration by the Board when deciding whether to accede to the

unions' applications to be the sole bargaining agents for these employee groups

[82] However. in my opinion, AirBC does not establish that the 2004 Decision was patently

umeasonable. The AirBC case arose in a very different labour relations context: a "raid~ by

unions to represent. in separate bargaining units, certain employee groups who had belonged for

some time to a larger unit whose members perfonncd a variety of different jobs. Unlike the

present TELUS case, there was no ready possibility of job transfers between members of the

three employee groups on the one hand, and the employees who remained in the original

bargaining unit on the other.

[83] Given these differences, it cannot be said that the 2004 Decision was patently

unreasonable in applying the more relevant Board jurisprudence dealing with accretions to a

bargaining unit. However. the AirBCcase miiht well be relevant to the Board's detennination of

a section 18 or 18.1 application, ir. when the present arrangements have been in place for some
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time, a majority of TELUS' wireless employees should think it not in their interests to remain in

the TWU bargaining unit because a large majority of the members are employed in TELUS'

landline operations.

For these reasons. I am not persuaded that the 2004 Decision so misinterpreted the
[84]

Board's jurisprudence as to render it patently unreasonable for the Board to exercise its discretion

under section 18.1 without first ascertaining the wishes of the new employees. The inclusion of

the new employees dld not involve a radical change to the geographically unrestricted bargaining

unit or the certification.

Was the 2004 Decision in excess of the Board's jurisdiction because it was
based on a patently unreasonable interpretation of its 2001 Decision?

Issue 3:

It will be recalled that the 2001 Decision concluded that, despite the absence of[8S]

geographical restrictions on the single bargaining unit, employees of companies acquired by

TELOS were not automatically members of the bargaining unit, unlike employees hired by

TELUS as it expanded its business. Whether the "acquired" employees became membeTS of the

unit would depend. the Board said in the 2001 Decision (at para. 30), on the degree of

"integration into the corporate operations", and the application by the Board of ' 'its nonnal

criteria (e.g. community of interest, etc.) in determining whether these employee groups should

be included in the new single bargaining unit."
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In the absence of detailed infotmation about TELUS' planned or recent acquisitions

rendered its 2001 Decision to make any detenninations of the status of particular groups of

"acquired" employees. Accordingly, the Board concluded,

Until such ti~ as the Board orders otherwisc, such acquisitions are not
automatically includcd in the singlc bargaining unit description adopted and

approved by the Soard.

to the 2001 Decision. First, the Board committed a reviewable error by regarding the 2001

Decision as determinative of the issues that it had to decide in the 2004 Decision. The complaint

is unfounded in so far as it alleges that the 2004 Decision simply overlooked the fact that the

existing operations, and employees of acquired companies. As I indicated earlier in these reasons

(at [19]), when making its 2004 Decision. the Board was very alive to this distinction: see, for

example, paras. 186-88 and 313 of the reasons for the 2004 Decision.

It is true that the 2001 Decision did not purport to determine whether the former Cleamet

and QuebecTel employees should be included in the single bargaining unit. However, in making

the 2004 Decision, the Board cannot be said, in my view. to have interpreted the 2001 Decision

unreasonably by regarding it as establishing the criteria to be applied in the future for

detennining whether any given "acquired" employee groups should become members oftbe

bargaining unit.
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{89],

excluded from the single bargaining unit. I do not agree.

[90]

view, the 2004 Decision did not turn on the burden of proof: the primary facts and factual

inferences were not in dispute. It is true, however, that the Board approached the issue of the

inclusion of the new employees against the background of the 2001 Decision, in which the Board

approved a labour relations structure for TELUS consisting of a single bargaining unit, without

geographical restrictions, for both landline and wireless employees,

Thus, in its 2004 Decision (at paras. 304-05), the Board was not prepared to revisit the[91)

conclusion in the 2001 Decision that there was a conununity of interest between TELUS'

Jandline and wireless employees. As for the new employees, community of interest with existing

wireless employees was established on the bases of, for example, similarity of job descriptions

and transferability of work. In addition, the Board accepted the basis for detennining the tests for

the inclusion of the new employees established by the Board in its 2001 Decision. In neither

respect, can it be said that the Board committed any reviewable elTOr.

Thi~ the applicants say that, in failing to ascertain the wishes of the new empJoyees, the[92]

2004 Decision ignored the direction in the 2001 Decision that the "nonnal criteria (community of
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interest etc.)" be applied before "acquired" employees are added to the bargaining unit. In this

context, counsel said, the "nomlal criteria" include the wishes of the new employees

[.93] In order to establish what the Board meant in Decision 2001 by the "norDlaJ criteria",

counsel for the applicants relied on the following passage ftom the Board~s decision in

BC7: TEL US (2000), 69 C.L.R.B.R. (2d) 184 at para. 17

Ifle Board has develODtd well-Established Drinciplcs and criteria that it will
consider when determinins: the appropriateness of a bargaining unit or ~
rcvicwine. and rcconfiwriu2 existin2 barninin2 units. In makina such a
detennination. the Board will weigh and considcr a number of (actors, including the
followinl: communitY or interest: viability of the unit; ctnolovee wishes: industry
practicc or pattern; thc history of collective bargaining with the employer; the
organizational str~cture of the employer; and the Board's general preference for
broadcr-based barpin1ng units, roc reasons such as adminiStrativc cfficicncy and
convenicnce in bargainine, lateral mobility of employccs, common framowork of
employmcnt conditions and industrial stability ... [underlinina added].

(i) community of interest

[94] The '.normal criteria" to be applied by the Board when detcnnining whether .'acquired"

employees should be swept into the single bargaining unit include a consideration of whether

they share a "community ofinteresr' with existing members of the existing unit. fu this context,

it is important to remember that the single bargaining unit, which was approved by the Board

following the agreement between the TELUS and the TWU prior to the proceeding that

culminated in the 2001 Decision. included TELUS' landline and wireless employees.

[95] It cannot be said. therefore, that the 2004 Decision swept the new employees into a

bargaining unit, none of whose members were employed on the wireless side ofTEWS'
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2004 Decision that a fe-configuration of this kind was premature.

Board's decision that there was a community of interest between the new cmployees and the

wireless employees already in the bargaining unit.

(il) employee wi.s'hes

In view of both the facts of the present case and the Board's previous decision in

consider the wishes of the new employees, not as members of a distinct group. but as members of

the entire employee group. In the 2004 Decision, the Board did just that and concluded that,

because the new employees would constitute only about 20% of the enlarged bargaining unit,

their wishes could not erode the support of the majority of the unit for representation by the

TWU. Hence, there was no point in ascertaining the wishes of the new employees either by

conducting a vote of all the members of the enlarged bargaining unit, or by other means.

The wishes of new employees will also be canvassed, and a double majority required,

when their inclusion would constitute a radical change to the bargaining unit or certification. For
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reasons already canvassed, it was not patently unreasonable for the Board to have concluded in

the 2004 Decision that the facts before it did not constitute such a change,

The applicants also relied on cases dealing, not with the relevance of employee wishes[99]

but with single employer applications where there was no remedial purpose to justify a

declaration: see, for example, Air Canada et al. (1989), 79 di 98 (C.L.R.B.); AUlocar Royal

(9011-4'216 Quebec Inc.) (Re), [1999] C.LRB.D. No. 42. In the present case, however, the Board

found that there were remedial pUIposes: a section 35 declaration would protect existing

bargaining rightS ftom probable erosion and promote sound labour re1ations. fu making this

finding, the Board relied on the similarity of the job descriptions and on the existence of

opportunities for employee transfers. The Board's finding of fact was not patently unreasonable

jn light oftbe evidence before it.

tOO] In short, I conclude that the Board did take into account the wishes of the employees as

one of the "nonnal criteriatt to be considered in a section 18, review. On the basis of the Board's

jurisprudence, it was not patently unreasonable for the Board in the 2004 Decision to fmd that

this criterion was satisfied because the inclusion of the new employees would not erode the

support for TCpTesentation by the TWU by a majority of the entire group of employees in the

single bargaining unit. Hencc, the 2004 Decision is not based on a patently unreasonable

interpretation of the 2001 Decision
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Issue 4: Did the Board exceed its jurisdiction under section 18.1 by patently
unreasonably failing to consider the fitness of the TWU to represent the

new employees'r

purposes, the issue is moot.

"fitness" issue as far as it concerns the former QuebecTel employees. Language rights are of

unwise to pronounce on such an issue when moot (namely. the relevance of the "fitness" ofan

anglophone union to represent francophonc employees) on the basis only of arguments advanced

on behalf of the employer and the anglophone union.

Consequently, I shall confine my analYSls to the question ofwhcther the fitness of the(103]

TWU to represent the forIIler Clearnet employees was a factor that the Board was required to

take into account in the 2004 Decision in the course of determining the applications under

sections 18.1 and 35.

The applicants argued that the rower employees of Cleamet should not be swept into the[104]

single bargaining unit because the sole bargaining agent for the unit could not adequately

represent their interests. The TWU is a western-based union with no experience outside British
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Columbia and Alberta, where, for most part, it represents landline, not wireless employees. In the

2004 Decision, the Board said (at para. 320) that, since the TWU is a "trade union" for the

purpose of the Code. its fitness to represent the Conner Cleamet employees was not a relevant

factor in deciding the applications before it.

relied, instead, on the notion that "added" employees should not be included in a bargaining unit

the effect that. when approaching a question concerning the appropriateness of a bargaining unit,

the Board 'must respect the right of employees to fteely join the trade union of their choice."

In my vicw, there is no merit in these contentions. The "fitness" of the bargaining agent to106]

represent "added" employees is not mentioned in the jurisprudence as one of the "nonnal

criteria'. that th-e Board must consider when exercising its discretion under section 18 to review

bargaining units.

On the basis of the case law relied upon by the Board in the 2004 Decision (at paras. 323-107]

25), it was not patently unreasonable for it to conclude that the suitability oCthe TWU to

represent the bargaining unit is a question to be decided, not by the Board, but by a majority of

the members of the expanded unit: on the pre-eminence of the majority's choice of union. see
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also Canada (Labour Relations Board) v. TransairL/d., [1977] 1 S.C.R. 722 at 744-45; General

Aviation Services Ltd. (1979), 34 di 791 at 797-98 (C.L.RB.).

[108] Finally, I should note that, even if a majority ofabargaining unit remains satisfied with

their bargaining agent, the Code provides a measure of protection from a union's egregiously

inadequate representation of members' interests. Thus. section 37 provides as follows:

37. II cst interdit au syndicat, ainsi qu'.
scs rcpl'csentants, d'agir de maniere
arbitraire ou discriminatoire ou de
rnauvai~ foj a I'egard des cmploycs de
I'unite de negociation dans I'oxercice
dcs droits rcconnus a ccux-ci par la
convention collective.

37. A tradc union or rcprescntativc of
Ii tTade union that is the bargaining
agcnt for a bargaining unit shall not
act in a manner that is arbitrary,
discriminatory or in bad faith in thc
TCpresent41tion of any of the employees
in the unit with respect to their rights
under the collective agrecment that i$
applicab1c lO them.

In addition, as previously mentioned, if a majority of TELUS , wireless employees (of whom the

new employees comprise the majority) are dissatisfied with the present arrangements, ~

application may be made to the Board on their behalf under section 18 or 18.1

Issue 5: Paragraph 2(d) of the Charter

(109] The applicants say that the 2004 Decision is in excess of the Board's jurisdiction because

the inclusion of the new employees in the bargaining unit without considering their wishes

violates their paragraph 2(d) right to freedom of association. They rely on Advance CUlling &

Coring, supra, as authority for the proposition that paragraph 2(d) protects employees' wishes

not to belong to a trade union.
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In my view, there is a short answer to this argument. While there was a majority in

associatjo~ the facts are easily distinguished from those in the present case. In particular, by

reason of the Rand fonIlula, the new employees are not required to join the TWU; in Adyance

to belong to one of the designated unions: ice para. 32. per Bastarache J

[Ill] Mere inclusion in a bargainjng unit and the compulsory payment of dues do not engage

paragraph 2(d), even though members of the bargaining unit who decide not to belong to the

union thereby exclude themselves from having any say in the manner in which it represents them

Lavigne v. Ontario Public Service Employees Union. [1991] 2 S.C.R. 211. Consequently, I agree

with the conclusion to this effect in Metroland Printing, Publishing and Distributing Ltd.. [2003]

O.L.R.D. No. 514 (Q.L.R.B.),

F. CONCLUSIONS

For these reasons, I would dismiss the application for judicial review with costs.

"John M. Evans"
l.A.

"1 agree
A.M. Linden I.A. ,.

"I agree
J. Edgar Sexton J .A."

TOTA... P. 43


